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Fa la la la . . . MORE! Crafters couldn&#39;t get enough of the adorable projects in Fa la la la Felt,

so here are over 40 new whimsical felt crafts to celebrate Christmas with handmade style. Many of

the same awesomely talented designers (and several new ones!) have returned to create pretty

ornaments like Beaded Star Baubles, Sparkly Icicles, a Shining Star Tree Topper (and a partridge in

a pear tree) to a pink poinsettia wreath, Yule log, snow bunny tree skirt, and lots of stockings to

hang by the chimney with care; these holiday items will make your season merry and bright.
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If you are looking forward to the holiday season, and you love crafts, you are going to adore this

book, 'Tis the Season to Be Felt-y: Over 40 Handmade Holiday Decorations, by Kathy Sheldon with

Amanda Carestio.With super pretty color photos and clear directions, 'Tis the Season is tons of fun.

The 40 plus holiday themed projects are well designed by top names in the crafting field. Each one

will inspire the reader to try her hand at creating with felt! And it will be worth it, as the decorations

you can make are lively, colorful and packed full of festive charm.Felt is one of the easiest materials

a crafter can work with.Additionally, the instructions for the projects are a snap to follow.There are

plenty of templates at the back of the book the reader will find very useful as well.The materials and

tools needed to craft the decorations offered are inexpensive and easy to obtain. You may have a

lot of what you need already at home.You are going to want to embrace the appeal of crafting with

felt when you look at any and all of the projects.Get ready, get set, and dive in!Check out the



"Clove-Filled Orange Ornaments" designed by Mollie Johanson. What a clever and pretty take on

the traditional pomander ball. Filled with the sent of cloves, these pretty oranges made of felt and

trimmed with green ribbons would be a delightful teacher's gift.Aimee Ray's "Felt Light Up Village" is

wonderful, if you want to set a mood as you look forward to this magical season. Her enchanting felt

houses will require some simple embroidered embellishing. You will be rewarded for your efforts

with a little village, hand made by you, which you can arrange in all sorts of sweet and funky ways

as you herald the approach of Christmas.
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